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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Grand Forks and Pembina State Line Passenger Records (SC 700), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Stage coach service came to the Red River Valley via the Minnesota Stage Company which served the Valley from circa 1859 to circa 1879. In 1879 various smaller companies took over various stage coach lines until railroad service was expanded and replaced the coaches.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Photographic reprints of documents of stage line showing name of traveler, traveled to and from, fare paid and who received money.

FOLDER LIST

Photographic reprints of documents of stage line showing name of traveler, traveled to and from, fare paid and who received money.